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STABY
Grower to Grower
by JEAN D. AYLSWORTH

Store Delivery — a Growing Trend?

SOME say the supermarkets were
slow to catch onto the benefits

offered by floral marketing, but once
they realized the profit available in
plants, there has been no stopping
them. From a few potted plants of
fered at holiday time, the supers have
launched full-force into year-round
sales of plants and flowers. Some of
them are converting large areas of
their stores into full-service floral

shops.
While the move into floral has

opened up new markets for growers,
it has also meant relearning the ropes
of wholesaling. What has worked for
years for florist customers doesn't
necessarily work for chain store buy
ers. And what worked for the chains

just a few years ago is changing into
a whole new system of marketing.
One grower described the situation
as "a state of flux — something that's
changing every day."
One thing is for sure, the super
markets are handling an ever-increas
ing amount of plants. To make
everything run smoothly, some
chains are requesting — even re
quiring — delivery of product di
rectly to individual stores rather than

shifted back to warehouse delivery.
"There are two schools of thought
on that," he says. "On the one hand,
there is less handling and potentially
fresher product if deliveries are made
directly to the individual stores. Rut

chains understand that and accept it."
He says that now the chain's floral
buyer is often someone with a floral
background who is very familiar with
plants and flowers and knows what
sells.

local store who is often more con
cerned about shrink than about mov

"In the past we were dealing
strictly with produce people, but that
has changed as the chains are getting
more heavily into floral sales," he
says. "Supermarket floral depart
ments are expanding everywhere and
there seems to be no end in sight. On

ing more product."

the East Coast, the demand for cut

on the other hand, the chain's floral

buyer is the one whose job it is to
keep the stores full of product. The
buyer is apt to be more of a risk-taker
than the department manager at the

In New Mexico and West Texas,

flowers is going up and up. That trend
hasn't come anywhere close to hitting
its peak throughout the rest of the

Aldershot offers store door delivery,
but throughout the rest of the country,
it offers only warehouse delivery.
"Our 48-foot trucks can't stop and
drop five cases here and five cases

country.

there," Painter says. "Most of the

mums, kalanchocs. and caladiums

"There is also strong demand for
flowering pot plants. Chrysanthe

Doug Pninter has shifted hack to warehouse delivery.

to a central warehouse. Is it a trend?

Here's what several growers had
to say about it.
NEW MEXICO

Doug Painter, of Aldershot of
New Mexico, Mesilla Park, says

some chains his company deals with
switched to store door delivery — but

after trying it for awhile they have
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are our bread and butter crops, but
buyers also like to see some different
items such as hibiscus."

Nutriculture* Gives Us
The Results We Need
To Make A Profit."

He says that across the board su
permarket chains are becoming more
sophisticated about floral marketing.
"As they become more accus
tomed to handling floral products,
there will be fewer problems at the
warehouse level," he says. "And
since local growers probably won't
be able to supply the wide assortment
demanded by the individual stores, I
think we will still see a lot of ware

house delivery. In fact, I would say
that the majority of chains will be
sticking with it."
MICHIGAN

Don Dickerson, of Dickenson's

Greenhouse, Gobies, says he's been
selling to supermarkets before the
chains even existed.

"I started selling to stores on con
signment in the 1930s," he says.
"The stores would get 20% and I'd
get 80%. Once they saw the prolit in
plants, they started wanting more."
Now. he says, nearly every super
market chain he deals with is increas

ing Moral sales. Some chains are
asking for direct store delivery, al
though he prefers to deliver directly
to the warehouse.

N

lutriculture is a tool that we use to make a profit,"
says Dick Beroske. "Our sales are up by a large percentage and

"With warehouse delivery we can
easily hire a semi and a driver to do
the job," he says. "With just one
stop, the driver doesn't have to be
skilled. But for direct store deliver
ies, we'd have to find drivers who
are more skillful and who know the
area. It would cost us more."

Nutriculture has certainly helped."
Dick and Mike Beroske's 6V2 acres of plants used to lack
consistent quality and growth. Their distributor then recommended
Plant Marvel's Nutriculture soluble fertilizer over the brand they
were using. As a result, the last three seasons for Beroske Brothers
Greenhouse have been record years.
"We're very happy with both the results and the value we receive

direct store delivery because it elim
inates the amount of boxes they have

from Nutriculture. We even recommend it now to our customers."

to handle. With one chain close to

Plants are always off to a better start with Nutriculture 100%
soluble fertilizer. Not only will your crops experience faster growth,
you'll see promoted root development and healthier plants.
For reliability, consistency and more marketable plants in your
greenhouse, apply proven success — Plant Marvel's Nutriculture...
the one to grow on.
lb learn more about Nutriculture, contact your Plant Marvel
representative or write to us for our free Nutriculture brochure.
Plant Marvel Laboratories, Incorporated, 371 East 16th Street,
Chicago Heights, IL 60411.

his greenhouse he delivers unsleeved
plants to the individual stores.

Plant Marvel...The One lb Grow On

Plant

arvel

He says some of the chains prefer

"There are no extra boxes and no

broken plants," he says. "When the
plants are put on display, they look
just like they do here at the green
house. In this case it's easy to do
because it's a local chain."

While he says most chains will still
accept warehouse delivery, he ex
pects that to change in the future.
He says that over the years he has
seen many changes in dealing with
the supermarkets. One of the biggest
changes has been the move from
working with produce buyers who
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knew nothing about plants to dealing
with highly educated plant purchas
ing agents.

"It doesn't make sense to

"The supermarkets have become
more sophisticated when it comes to

to deliver to a warehouse

floral marketing," he says. "They
know what they want and if you want
to do business with them, you have
to meet their specifications."

"They never expected us to do it,"
poinsettias, tulips, and hyacinths.
"The supers are looking for more
variety, but they still like the staple
items such as mums," he says. "I

drive right past the store
where the plants will be
shuffled around.''
— Gaylen Gerrish,
Hilltop Flowers

am noticing, though, there's more

demand for upgraded product. They
don't want plain pots brought in and
plunked down. Everything has to be
foiled and it helps if you add a min
iature foil balloon or other novelty.
Stores are demanding more quality

PENNSYLVANIA

"We deliver directly to the indi
vidual stores — that's our preferred
method," says Gaylen Gerrish,
owner of Hilltop Flowers, Bloomsburg. "We have made warehouse
deliveries, but it doesn't make sense

to drive right past the store to deliver
to a warehouse where the plants will

he says. "By offering that service, it
gives us an edge over those who will
deliver only to the warehouse."
He says some growers are reluctant
to offer store door delivery because
chain store districts may be spread
out over a large area and deliveries

than ever before."

He says supermarket chains are
paying more attention to floral mar

keting because profit margins for
plants are sometimes more than dou

ble those for grocery items.
He also says supermarkets today
are doing a better job of handling flo

can be inconvenient.

be shuffled around and then delivered

"You might have to deliver to a

ral material once it's in their stores,

to the store by somone who knows
nothing about plants. We prefer to

store in Timbuktu, but if a chain
wants you to cover the entire district,

deliver to the store in our own trucks.

that's what you have to do," he says.

It's more expensive and more timeconsuming, but this way I know the
product gets there in good shape."

are within a reasonable distance of

though he admits there's still room
for improvement.
"I walked into a supermarket once
and saw a produce clerk misting a
99tf head of lettuce while an $8 poinsettia nearby was wilting," he says.
"Sometimes they still don't under

Gerrish deals with two chains and

says they were surprised that he of
fered to deliver directly to the stores.

"I try to stick with the chains that
my greenhouse."

Gerrish sells a wide range of dow
ering potted plants to supermarket
chains including chrysanthemums,

stand the dollars and cents of floral

marketing."
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Fresh Market • Roadside • U-Pick Growers

Good Beginnings Start the
Day You Plant Twilley Seeds!
You can count on Twilley to make a difference where it counts most in the quality of
what you grow. For nearly 50 years Twilley has been helping growers like you
and in the past 10 years alone has identified and introduced more quality hybrids
than our largest competitors.

Twilley offers you "The Best of the Best"...
• FREE 1990 Catalog—Over 80 New Varieties!

• Twilley's "Professional Seeds Series™" vegetables
• grower-quality flower seed • variety suggestions for your area
• excellent professional service • competitive prices ...TRY US!

Send for your 1990 Twilley catalog today! It's your first step toward

a better growing season!
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"TrademarkOtisS Twilley Seed Co, Inc

Otis S. Twilley Seed Co., Inc.
P. O Box 6b • Uepl. 408 • Trevose, PA 19047
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